
Operating Instructions for use of MARTOR-MEGASAFE

Never use when lock rocker is not
activated!

Lock rocker

Push the side slider to expose the
blade ready for cutting.

Insert the blade into the material,
eg cardboard and continue to cut.

This cutter also features the time-
tested MARTOR SAFETY technolo-
gy in that the spring-loaded blade
retracts instantly the moment blade
edge contact is lost. Even if and
when the user holds on to the
blade push.
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Push the lock rocker down. Move the blade push into the most forward position. Right- and lefthanders
both pay special attention to the fact that the transparent blade retaining
plate must be always on top!

Blade change:

Handling and use:

Reverse or change the blade. Make
sure you position the new or turned
blade exactly over the locating lugs.

To keep the automatic safety
function fully active, it is important
to ensure that the cutter is clean
and free from any material residue
at all times.

IMPROVED SAFETY Concept:
The safety system responds
even if the blade is only
partially extended – the
maximum extension is 27 mm.

Blade push

Lock rocker

Blade push Let go of the blade push and ac-
tivate the lock rocker. Never cut,
when lock rocker is in the position
(see picture).

Finally, work the slider to check that
the auto-retract mechanism is wor-
king smoothly.

CAUTION - Risk of cutting accidents! Waste management of blades:

1. Never hold the cutter at the blade outlet!
2. Always hold the blade at its back – NEVER at its

edge!
3. Never throw used blades into the wastepaper!

High risk of injury!

Blade change from front
end only! Screw at the
end of handle ONLY to
be removed for cleaning
purposes!

MARTOR SAFEBOX No. 108000 -
another novel contribution to
SAFETY: Designed to snap-off used
blade sections and/or to SAFE -
keep used blades (max. length
62 mm). To empty the contents,
fold the “outer case” back by
180 degrees.

The transparent cover can now be
opened and the contents be emp-
tied, preferably, into the MARTOR
USED BLADE CONTAINER
No. 9810 - WALL MOUNT
BRACKET optional.
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If you have any questions, please contact us.

Service-Partner: www.martor.com/addresses
Please visit our homepage www.martor.com
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